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introductions

- there is only one verse in life, hence the universe and we are here to
sing our song in the verse of life. if the note is too tight or too loose

it cannot play its born note. its best to stay neutral (natural) on this note.

- there is no imaginary force in opposition to you, unless you say there is.

- a question leads to a quest and a destination leads to ones destiny.

-we couldnt a�ord a trumpet or piano so we sampled it and scratched it up,
only to heal and control the world.

- chains and whips are still tools of the trade. we grow trees outside not
in dust trees. nothing has changed but the style.

- indigo was worth its weight in gold and is grown in below the equator
climates to say the least.

- denim allows me to mix history, slavery, my heritage, hip hop, fashion,
art and commerace into one.

- nature is my favorite artist and thank you from yourself because you
are reading this to yourself. 

- free earth 







FLOWERS FOR DEATH BC
THEY DIE

CAMO FOR WAR AND LIFE
BC AFTER A WAR PEOPLE

COME TOGETHER

GLOWING IN THE
DARK AMONGST THE

CONSTELLATIONS

GOLD IS WHAT LINES
US AND KEEPS US

HUNG UP

black and white
for the balance of

light. differentgalaxies and
constellations pointing

towards home and
other fabricstelling ofearth 

LIGHT SHINES

MORE IN THE

DARKNESS AND IS

THE GUIDING LIGHT

FOR US ALL



THIS JACKET TELLS

THE STORY OF THE

CREATION OF THE 

UNIVERSE AND US AS

HUE-MANS ALONG

WITH THE CREATION

STORY OF MYSELF

PINK IS FLESH/US HUMANS

IE .  MORTALS.

JEAN GRAE,

JEAN HACKMAN, OR

GENETICS BUT NOT

FAST FASHION





know yourself : find yourself

i was born in japan and came to america 
and grew up in various parts of the east 
coast, south carolina and the west 
coast. I never knew my father and 
thought he left my mother but it was 
the other way around. My whole life was 
a made up story. my mom even stated 
"what would happen if i told you were
korean? would you start eating korean 
food all of a sudden ?! . . . go make your 
own story ! "

I then asked my mom where i was born 
and she told me an egg in space, i ask 
again and she states she is serious. from 
that point on i  decided to intrinsically 
rewrite my own
story.

 i have leanred the most 
about myself from my color 
selection, fabri choices and 

natural  aesthetic. after 
taking a genetic test and

coercing my mother to talk 
about her past it all makes 

sense. listen to yourself 
because when you are talking 

to god who are you really 
talking to ?







Once upon a time, when everyone was 
nomads still, there was some people who 
chose a piece of land and took the seeds 
out of their hair and grew some food. 
Over time they threw all their scraps 
under a tree by the path where everyone 
walked. Eventually it grew various kinds 
of food that everyone could eat from 
when they needed it. After many people 

came across it, trade occured. The 
original people noticed the theft and 
how people changed because thier trash 
turned iinto treasure. They changed so 
therefore they changed. Thus we have 
the start of the haves and have nots 
from everything that was originally 

free.

Free Earth.

I am tired of waiting and doing the best 
with what i got just like my ancestors. 
No waste especially time. Watch all of us 

grow. 



japan + san francisco

est. DENIM 2008



What we live in is called the 
universe, one verse or one

song or one sound. On certain
instruments, if the string is too
tight-there is no music-if the
string is too loose there is 
also no music. The string

must be just right in the middle.

all the answers are within you,
please live life to your best potential.

Because to live is to die and a
nightmare is a dream, so choose 

wisely.

...
Everything is light, and

sound makes it matter. This piece of 
clothing is an embodiment of the

cosmos and our connection within it.
Find the clues or let them find you.

Born in Japan Grown in California.
...

Why are you wearing the other
folks clothes? What you really

represent...made by people who
are in the same class and rat race

as you.

Cut & Sewn in San Francisco by

where each garment cut & sewn
bene�ts a student and provides

the skills and a job for the youth.
...

4155952741911
free earth

98% Cotton 1% Nickel 1% Copper
from fabric & hardware rescued

from the best factories in the USA.





slave to my own 

mastermind



i never wanted to be in the lane of fashion or do a collec-
tion and even denied it for many years until now. I began 
painting on walls, then canvas, then i got some scissors and 
it ended up looking like jeans and jackets, in very short 
form. My goal is and has been to create a school and factory 
on the pier of San Francisco and abroad. (Holy Stitch!) There 
was a time where I had to live seperate from my family in 
my factory and time was running out. I created this collec-

tion as a way to get out.

Back in the day there was the underground railroad and 
folks communicated via freedom quilts. they used scraps 
and fabric in order to get free. I now build upon that and 
quilt together the cotton into the products you know now 

as a means to get myself and family free.

this collection epitomizes my entrance into the world of 
fashion to make it wearable for most, which is a deviation 
of my norm of custom gARMENTS. All of these garments are 
plain on the outside but decorated on the INSIDE 
REPREASENTING US HUMANS, THE GARMENTS REPERESENT THE 
WORKWEAR UNIFORM OF THE MODERN DAY RUNAWAY SLAVE GETTING 
FREE. ALL COLOR HAVE THEIR MEANING AND THE FABRICS HAVE 

THEIR OWN STORY. 

I HOPE YOU ENJOY OUR JOURNEY AND THANK YOU FOR BEING A PART 
OF IT AND LETS GET FREE.

FOOD - CLOTHING - SHELTER - FAMILY - FINANCIAL LITERACY - 
CULTURE

BORN ON EARTH SINGING ONE SONG IN 
THE UNIVERSE OF LIFE 

FREE EARTH



What we live in is called the 
universe, one verse or one

song or one sound. On certain
instruments, if the string is too
tight-there is no music-if the
string is too loose there is 
also no music. The string

must be just right in the middle.

all the answers are within you,
please live life to your best potential.

Because to live is to die and a
nightmare is a dream, so choose 

wisely.

...
Everything is light, and

sound makes it matter. This piece of 
clothing is an embodiment of the

cosmos and our connection within it.
Find the clues or let them find you.

Born in Japan Grown in California.
...

Why are you wearing the other
folks clothes? What you really

represent...made by people who
are in the same class and rat race

as you.

Cut & Sewn in San Francisco by

where each garment cut & sewn
bene�ts a student and provides

the skills and a job for the youth.
...

4155952741911
free earth

98% Cotton 1% Nickel 1% Copper
from fabric & hardware rescued

from the best factories in the USA.





please live life right

free earth





this jean was brought to you by julian prince dash
enterprises and -... 

“ #freeearth: collection one ”
(feat. julian prince dash)
( j. prince dash, v. tigue, e. eustis ) (HS) (WGAF)

creative direction : julian prince dash for Holy Stitch! 

produced by: Holy Stitch! san francisco 

patterns made by: steven heard of Clinton Park sf and

elspeth eustis.

cut by: interns and apprentices for Holy Stitch!

sewn by: tier 0 and 1 Holy Stitch! core team

screen printed by: ibrahim baig

assisted by: kris salazar, bill wu, zac mosher, 

cooper sperling and caloy deguzman

hardware by: levis c/o s. saavedra and n. chagniot

created for: my and our family, one love

managed by: kate, akari nephthys and isis tsukimi dash

consultations via: APEXER, Froggy, Sperlings and the 

Lazer-Smiths 

- denim rescued from usa and japanese factories and mills

- jacket and jeans contains samples and refernces from levis 

507xx jacket (1953-1962), 557xx (1962- present) and 501 jean. 

used without permisson per freeedom of whatever i want law. 

1985 ongoing 





i have been helping others for the past 15

years as an educator, consultant and

manufactuer and have decided to turn my

skills inward. there are many of us on the

modern day plantation who are seeking to get

free in the new under and overground

railroad/spaceship.

i am beyond angry, hurt, tired, hungary,

stressed etc vvvbut i am out of all of that, so

much that all i have is love left. and after

completing a cipher of self i desire to tell my

narrative and inspire others espcially the

ones that speak the same code.

past future and present just dont be tense.

again , these are all my version of freedom

quilts that speak a certain language of

freedom. they happen to take many forms,

such as clothing, quilts, stuffed animals

etc. all speaking a code towards freedom

covertly in the wide open but in secret. from

the best scraps have came the best food.

Food clothing shelter family financial

literacy and culture equals

the holy stitch factory fellowship !  







final notes and dedications

- each fabric, stitch and color have a meaning

and reflect an aspet of the world and story.

-darryl smith was the first person to gain 

access to free earth and laurie lazer paid my

initial ticket to start it, YARROW SWAM.

- the reason i am now coming out with a

collection now is to show the youth and

young parents out there that it is possible

and to incorporate my own family nto the mix.

- my story comes from the searching and

longing desire to know who i am and where i 

come from.

- im tired of CLOTHING JUST FOR LOOKS AND THE

GRAM, THERE IS NO TRUTH, SUBSTANCE AND

AUTHENTICITY, HENCE LESS AWARENESS OF SELF.

- LAY OUT CERTAIN PAINTINGS ON TOP oF CERTAIN

MAPS AND YOU WILL FIND YOUR ROAD MAPS.

- WHITE THREAD TENSION KEEPS US DIVIDED YET

TOGETHER, PINK THREAD FOR FLESH, THE DENIM

REPRESENTS THE ELEMENTS AND EARTH.

- MY WORK HAS ALREADY LIVED IN MANY MUSEUMS

AND PRIVATE COLLECTIONS. THIS AINT NEW, IT IS JUST

A FULL CIRCLE. 





thank us all for this universal collaboration

www.holystitchfactoryfellowship.com

julian prince dash® Holy stitch!® holy stitch denim social club® holy stitch factory fellowship® and the

front pocket design and the holy stitch!® s nake logo are registered trademarks of holy stitch llc 


